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By 2025, over 356 GW of new generating capacity are expected in the U.S.
alone to meet growing demand and to replace retiring units
Source: AEO2005, Table A2
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Source: EIA https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=427&t=2
Note: Electricity consumption in the United States was ~3.85 trillion kilowatthours (kWh) in 2016
Source: AEO2005, Table A2
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Types of Work We Do
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What We Work On
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Is it Working??
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My Notes from ASFE Winberg’s Talk
• We should be optimistic about Coal
• This President/Administration understands the value and necessity of
coal resources.
• Coal is a HUGE part of the President’s “America First Energy Plan”
• We have to tackle the environmental regulations and overall regulatory
uncertainty that ultimately hamper investments in coal plants, for both
new units and improvement retrofits. The previous administration’s
Clean Power Plan and New Source Review are perfect examples.
• We are working to “Level the Playing Field” for Coal
• removing artificial, ideologically motivated barriers to the use of an
abundant energy resource that remains critical to our grid and our
energy security — barriers that actually threaten the grid’s stability
and energy security, and have wreaked havoc on jobs and
communities across America. And barriers that reflect a false
choice between growing our economy and caring for the
environment. We can do BOTH!!!”

My Notes from ASFE Winberg’s Talk
• We have already seen a revival in US coal exports. Last month EIA
reported that 2017 saw the largest year-over-year tonnage increase in
coal production since 2001, driven in part by an increase in demand for
U.S. coal in Asia and Europe. Overall, we saw a 61 percent increase in
coal exports from 2016 – and coal exports to Asia more than doubled
last year.

Source: https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=35852

My Notes from ASFE Winberg’s Talk
• We are at the beginning of the next cycle of coal technology
advancements.
• Our budget request for FY 19 is designed to take advantage of that
opportunity
• The overall Administration request for the Office of Fossil Energy is
$697 million. Over half of that amount – or $343 million – is targeted for
our coal R&D, and it includes an additional $200 million for clean coal
R&D made available in the Bipartisan Budget Act. This is a significant
bump in funding, and it speaks volumes about the President’s support
for what we’re trying to do in our coal research — and his strong
support for coal.
• In the budget you’ll see new nomenclature: “Advanced Coal Energy
Systems and CCUS Program.” This program reflects our priority on
R&D to improve the efficiency and reliability of the existing fleet of coalfired power plants, while developing advanced technologies and
processes that will be used in the next generation of coal power plants.

Advanced
Coal Energy
Systems
Advanced
Coal Energy
(ACE)(ACE)
Systems
• Our nation’s coal generation fleet must be able to provide
flexibility, economic security, and be counted on to help
address future energy challenges
• To that end, this Administration proposes the launch of the
Advanced Coal Energy (ACE) Systems Pilot Initiative to
competitively fund infrastructure efforts that repower and
modernize our current coal fleet
• Advanced technologies for integration are ready for large
pilot scale, a key development stage prior to commercial
demonstration
• The ACE Initiative will support the development and
construction of three large-scale pilot facilities (50+MWe)
that will operate by the 2022 / 2024 timeframe
• Support and engagement from a coalition of industry
technology providers, coal suppliers and power generators
will be essential to ensure successful commercial uptake
and broad deployment
• RFI was released on 5/8/18 under the name of “CoalBased Power Plants of the Future.” We would welcome
your input
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Benefits
• Offers significant benefits over conventional coal power systems:
o dramatic improvements in efficiency,
o integration of emissions control for both criteria pollutants and
CO2 in their design, and
o addressing water consumption and solid waste generation issues
• Will improve environmental benefits as well as potentially create large
volumes of CO2 available for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR)
• Will produce near-term jobs for the construction of these facilities; and
support longer-term permanent jobs in coal mining, advanced technology,
and power generation.
• Create an export opportunity for these technologies, especially to
underdeveloped countries.
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For Additional Information

Office of Fossil Energy
www.energy.gov/fe

twitter.com/fossilenergygov

NETL

www.netl.doe.gov
facebook.com/FossilEnergy

